CONTRIBUTIONS

The Art Students League of New York is grateful to the many individuals, foundations, corporations and public agencies whose generous gifts and grants help make possible The League’s outstanding programs and services. Listed below are those contributors who made gifts and grants of $500 and above between June 1, 2017 and May 31, 2019.

$1 million and above
The Estate of Joseph P. Brinton
The Estate of Sally Grant Morse

$100,000 – $999,999
The Estate of Mildred Edelman
The Estate of Elinor B. Munroe
Dr. Lawrence Spielberger & Dr. Greta Spanierman Family Foundation

$25,000 – $99,999
Extell Development Company
Thomas E. Harvey and Cathleen P. Black
Sara and Yasuo Kuniyoshi Foundation
The Estate of Evelyn Nethercott
New York City Department of Cultural Affairs
William P. Rayner Charitable Remainder Unitrust Paul and Barbara Roux
The Estate of Richard Lee Watkins

$10,000 – $24,999
Ludmila S. Bidwell
The Estate of Betty Ruth Burstin
The Estate of Basil Merle Debuskey
Susan W. Dryfoos
Robin and Ronald Frank
The Estate of Hazel Briller Gluck
Marilyn C. Handler
Julia M. Keelty
Elizabeth D. Masterton
Maurice Equity Partners, LLC
Aela Morgan
Jo-Ann N. Jerrehian Petrucione
The Estate of Alexander Pinter

$5,000 – $9,999
Hugh Alexander
The Elizabeth Cady Stanton Blake Fund
Woon-Joung Choi
Chris Concannon
Phyllis Arden Cook Rev Living Trust
Kathleen & James Cornelius
Diana and Paul Frank
Ruth E. Hurd and Steven M. Hochberg
Latifa Kosta
Lidia Leon
MacPherson’s
Karen S. Margolis
Mason Investment Advisory Services
Jean McLean Morrow
The PHF Foundation/Pamela Howard and Jack Howard-Potter
The Regan Family Charitable Fund
Catherine G. Roberts
Marcia & Philip Rothblum Foundation/Joyce Weidenaa
Lauren R. Schneider
S Sunshine & Associates LLC

$2,500 – $4,999
Oak Za Chi
Feng L. Chu
Jennifer Clarke-McGovern
Davis & Gilbert LLP
Golden Artist Colors, Inc.
Ellen T. Goodwin
Friends of the Greenwich Library
Elinor Heller
David Issenman
Yvette Z. Kraft
Catharine Lorillard Wolfe Art Club
Ann M. Roscow-Lucchesi and Bruno Lucchesi
Mandelbaum & Mandelbaum
Arline Mann
Carole and Thomas McDermott
Anju and Deepak Narula
Michael Rips and Sheila Berger
Works of Leonard Rosenfeld LLC
Kathleen H. Seidel
Lynn H. Staley
SterlingRisk
William Strider
Lucille Strider and Robert Myrstad
Peter Vlastelica
Rosetta and Michael Volkov
WithumSmith+Brown, PC

$1,000 – $2,499
Beth Alberty
American Watercolor Society Inc
Mary Jo Anzel and Michael B. Anzel
Lisa L. Becker
Rosalind and Alfred Berger Foundation
Beth E. Berns and Laurence J. Bressler
Maura S. Bluestone
Lisa and Ron Chakravarti
David and Miriam Chalfin Fund
Garretson Chinn and Nancy Deering
John Critelli
Mary Driver
Brach Eichler LLC
Martin J. Eisen
Angela and Michael Errico
Judah Feigenbaum
Joan and Howard Friedman
Anna Garcia
Bonnie S. Gellas
Roz Goldfarb
Dorian Goldman and Marvin Israelow
Kevin Good
Jack L. Gordon Architects, PC
Julia A. Hannegan
Douglas and Joan Hansen
Luz-Mary and Dwight Stephen Harris
The Estate of Margaret E. Harris
Wade S. Hooker
Melinda Hord
Christopher A. Johnson
Ted Kaplan
William J. Kaufman
H. Alexandra M. Kauka
Renee N. Khatami
Howard and Rosalind Kroplick
Roseanne P. Lavalle
Benisse Lester
Joseph and Phyllis Lisanti
Jeffrey and Hanna Moskin
Susan and Michael Nash
Orangenius/Artrepreneur Inc.
Ellen Peckham
Estate of Marjorie B. Perces
Anthony Pozsonyi
Justin B. Prager
Jacqueline Sferra Rada
David Rakovsky
Anthony R. Riotto
Janet L. Hoffman Rosenfeld
Janice Roudebush and Frank de Rosa
Henry A. Roux
Rung-UP
Saibel Foundation, Inc.
Selva Sanjines Schenkman
Albert A. Sibony
Leonard and Mickey Siowitz
Susan Steeg
Contributions continued

Sterling National Bank
Elizabeth Stern
Janice Hopkins Tanne
Ziya Tarapore
Elizabeth M. Gould Vales and Thomas Vales
Hans Christian and Elizabeth Von Budingen
Diane H. Waller
Wilk Auslander LLP
Martha C. Wood
Victoria E. Zoellner

$500 – $999
Barbara Bachner
The Estate of Nancy Jane Backer
Carolina Bergaz-Crews
Brenda Berkman
Sabina G. Blohm
Donna J. Bolkcom
Marlene Brandt
Christine Chiappetta
Christopher Foundation for the Arts
Mihaela Cosma
Alexandria R. Davis
Ronald DeSouza
Anna Dillard
Peter Drubetskoy
Charles G. Elchoueri
Rosalyn and Irwin Engelman
Orn Evans
Lynn S. Feasley
Anita Formichella
Phillip Frank
Daniel C. George
Adam Goodman
Paula Gregoriades
Eric Grossman
Gregory Haley
Howard Herzog
Jean Hsu
Fran M. Jacobs
Mary Jebra
Melissa Kaish and Jonathan Dorfman
Sue Kaplan and David Karnovsky
Mary Ann Karlow
William Kaufman
Marilyn Laverty
Edward Lilinshtein
Mindy London
Didier G. Malaquin
James McConnaughey
Ruth Miller
Ellen L. Miller
Ken Park and Lisa Master
AIG Matching Grants Program
Celia B. Rabinowitz
Barbara Paul Robinson and Charles Raskob
Robinson
Anne Rose
Marcy Rosewater
Andrew Rothstein
Linda Sager
Lynn Savarese
Cathy Schoen
Raj M. Shahani
Eva Shaye
Amy L. Smith
Jennifer Solomon and Bill Feingold
Malang Spengler
John and Grace Timberlake
May and Robert Trien
Kirk and Mary Van Tassel
Lisa E. Vogel
Voya Foundation/Stephen Dougherty
Chris Wanlass
Bill F. Weinberg
Mariette Wilson
Eric Wong
Franklin Woolf
Betsy Zaplin

Due to space limitations, we regret that we are unable to list donors of under $500. We welcome and appreciate contributions of all amounts.

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of this list. Please contact the Development Office at (212) 247-4510 ext. 167 with questions or corrections.